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In mathematics this term, the main two topics we will be covering are place value to 1000 (representing, partitioning, comparing and ordering) and 

addition and subtraction of 4-digit numbers with regrouping, moving from concrete representations using place value counters and base 10 equipment, 

onto a more abstract written method: 

 

Practice of number bonds will really benefit pupils with + and -.  A good website to practice these is https://www.topmarks.co.uk/maths-games/hit-the-

button  If you click on number bonds and go to the addition and subtraction within 20 sections.. 

We will also be starting TTRockstars https://play.ttrockstars.com/auth/school/student/42278 where children can practise their times tables.  
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In English our writing genres will be Narrative Stories and instructions 

Writing Genre: Narrative Stories Instructions 

Work: After looking at a short story set in the Stone Age pupils will be 
completing drama activities involving a mammoth hunt to help 
imagine what life would have been like for the characters involved.  
After working on a shared write as a class the pupils will be writing 
their own stories. 

We will be reading the book ‘How to wash a Woolly Mammoth’ and 
writing a set of instructions on how to wash a Woolly Mammoth.  

Main skills covered • Planning stories with an opening, build-up, problem, resolution 
and ending 

• Describing Settings using adjectives, ENP’s and similes. (The tall, 
dark mountains reached over us like giants.) 

Linking parts of their stories together using fronted adverbials and 
conjunctions e.g. Within minutes, the chase had begun..  After 
leaving the camp, they quickly spotted a trail.. 

• Using imperative verbs as part of our instruction writing, e.g. 
fill, add, wash. 

• Use prepositions to show position  

• Planning, writing, editing and evaluating our work.  

Ways to help at home: When reading at home discuss the settings in the books your child 
read.  Ask why the writer has chosen to use certain words or how 
have they created a scary or safe setting. 

Practise following and giving instructions for simple tasks such as 
brushing teeth.  

Spelling: This term we will be covering: adding the prefixes dis- in- im- and adding the suffixes -ous -ly -ture and homophones.  

Guided Reading: Our guided reading book this term will be Stone Age Boy by Satoshi Kitamura. When on a walk, a modern young boy trips, falls and finds himself in the Stone Age. He 

makes friends with a girl his age, who shows him Stone Age life. We will be making predictions about what we think will happen, summarising key events and answering retrieval 

questions about the characters, plot and setting.  With home reads please also ask your child lots of questions about what they think is going to happen, ask them to sum up what they 

have read and also ask questions about the characters and setting. 

English 

Other Subjects: During the term in Computing we will be using desktop publishing. In music we will be starting our weekly Recorder lessons taught by Mr Patterson from Kent Music 

School. In RE will be answering the question – ‘What does it mean to be a Christian in Britain today?’   

PE will be every Monday and Thursday so please make sure kits are in school on these days. This term we are beginning with ball skills and fundamentals.   

 



 



 


